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This invention relates to an electric generator for an 
internal-combustion engine and is particularly directed to 
a thermo-electric generator in an outboard motor ern 
ploying the heat of the engine’s exhaust gases to generate 
a current suitable for energizing the electrical system of 
the motor and auxiliary motor and boat accessories. This 
application is a continuation-in-part of applicant’s co 
pending application entitled Electric Generator for Out 
board Motors, Serial No. 777,926 which was ?led De 
cember 3, 1958, now abandoned. 

Outboard motors having an internal-combustion engine 
require an electrical ignition system which may include an 
electrically driven automatic starter. A storage battery 
is normally employed to energize the starting circuit. 
Running lights and other electrical accessories may also 

Auxiliary 
current generating units are provided supplying current to 
operate the motor and the electrical accessories and to 
maintain the charge on the storage battery. 

Presently, the generators .are generally of the con 
ventional electromagnetic variety and are mechanically 
connected to the engine for ‘operation. The generator 
absorbs an appreciable amount of the power output of 
the motor and thus reduces the operating ef?ciency of 
the motor with respect to propulsion of the boat through 
the water. 

Generators of present construction are also relatively 
bulky and interfere with modern compact and stream~ 
lined design of the motor. 

In accordance with the present invention, a thermo 
electric generator is mounted as a part of the internal 
combustion engine with the hot junctions disposed directly 
in the path of the exhaust gases of the engine and the 
cold junctions disposed in the path of the engine cooling 
water. 

In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, 
the thermoelectric generator of the present invention is a 
small, compact self-contained generator unit and one or 
more is clamped in place between the engine and the 
adjacent engine supporting surface or wall. The gen 
erator unit is located with the hot junction in the path 
of the exhaust gases emitted from the engine and the cold 
junctions are located within the cooling water inlet for 
the engine. 

The relative positioning of the hot and cold junctions 
establishes a maximum temperature differential between 
the hot and cold junctions of the thermoelectric generator. 
The current and voltage output of the thermoelectric 
generator is determined by suitable series and parallel con 
nections of thermocouple elements for connection in the 
motor’s electrical system. 

Although the above mounting is a simple and inexpen 
sive assembly, the area in which generators can be mounted 
is limited. In accordance with another aspect of this 
invention, one or more thermoelectric generators are 
mounted as a part of the internal engine wall separating the 
exhaust chamber adjacent the cylinders and the water 
cooling chamber. The generators may be conveniently 
mounted by press ?tting within appropriate openings in 
the separating engine wall. This structure provides a very 
large working area and thus permits mounting of a sub 
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stantial number of generators with the resultant increased 
electrical output. 

Thermoelectric generators have a very substantial 
operating life and if properly protected will last the nor 
mal life of an internal-combustion engine. However, 
they are generally relatively fragile devices. The in 
ternal mounting of the generator in accordance with the 
present invention establishes a protective enclosure pre 
venting accidental damaging thereof. The location of the 
hot junctions directly in the exhaust gases simpli?es the 
mounting structure and cost because the heat is not trans 
ferred through an intermediate wall to which the generator 
must be secured. 
The present invention takes the normally wasted heat 

energy in the exhaust gases and converts the heat energy 
into useful electrical energy. The necessity of absorbing 
a portion of the mechanical output of the motor is 
eliminated and maximum output of the motor is avail 
able to propel a boat through the water. 
The thermoelectric generator provides an inexpensive 

and rugged electrical generating source for outboard 
motors. 
The drawing furnished herewith illustrates the best 

mode presently contemplated for carrying out the inven 
tion. 

In the drawing: 
FIG. 1 is an elevational fragmentary view of an out 

board motor and boat assembly with parts broken away 
and sectioned to show the cooling and the exhaust sys 
tem of the motor; 

FIG. 2 is a vertical cross-sectional view taken through 
a portion of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the motor 

illustrating the mounting of the thermoelectric generator 
in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic circuit diagram of a thermoelec— 
tric generator incorporated into the electrical system of 
an outboard motor; 

FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 2 illustrating another 
construction of the invention; and 
FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of FIG. 5 with parts 

borken away. 
Referring particularly to FIG. 1 of the drawing, an 

outboard motor 1 is secured to the aft end of a boat 2 
and is adapted to propel the boat through a body of water, 
not shown. A storage battery 3 is disposed adjacent the 
aft end of the boat 2 and is connected into the electrical 
power system of the motor 1 by a releasable plug con 
nection 4 in the front portion of motor 1. The plug con~ 
nection 4 is of any suitable releasable variety having the 
motor mounted portion thereof connected to the boat and 
motor ignition starting and running system 5, schemati 
cally shown in FIG. 4. A thermoelectric generator 6 is 
mounted within the outboard motor 1 to establish a 
source of current to charge the battery 3 and provide 
electrical power to the electrical system 5. 
The outboard motor 1 generally comprises an upper 

powerhead assembly 7 having an outer shell which houses 
an operating gasoline engine 8 and the various electrically 
operating engine components, not shown in FIGS 1-3. 
The upper powerhead assembly '7 is secured to a hollow 

drive shaft housing 9 which extends downwardly and ter 
minates in a separable gear casing 10. 
The illustrated engine 8 is any suitable internal-com 

bustion engine and conventionally is a two-cycle or four 
cycle gasoline engine of the multi-cylinder variety which 
is adapted to establish suf?cient power output for driv 
ing the boat 2. 
The illustrated engine 8 comprises a cylinder block 11 

formed from a suitable light-weight alloy and having a 
series of four vertically stacked cylinders 12. A piston 
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13 is slidably journaled within each of the cylinders 12 
and is secured to a vertically disposed crankshaft 14. 
The pistons are reciprocated ‘in the conventional manner 
by suitable gasoline explosions in the outer portion of 
the cylinder to rotate the crankshaft 14. 
A drive shaft 15 is secured to the lower end of crank 

shaft 14 by a suitable coupling 16 and extends vertically 
through the drive shaft housing 9 and into the gear cas 
ing 1%. The lower end of drive shaft 15 is connected 
by a suitable gear mechanism 17 to drive a propeller 18 
which is rotatably journaled within the gear casing 10. 

Referring particularly to FIG. 2, the cylinders 12 are 
provided with individual air intake passages 19 to sup 
ply combustion air into the cylinder. Individual exhaust 
ports 20 are formed in the cylinders 12 diametrically op 
posite from the air intake openings 19 to allow the ex 
hause gases to pass out of the cylinder after the explosion 
or ?ring of the mixture of the gas and admitted air. The 
end and side walls 21 of the cylinder block 11 adjacent 
the exhaust ports 20 extend laterally outwardly to form 
a recess immediately adjacent the exhaust ports. A man 
ifold baffle plate 22 is bolted or otherwise secured about 
the outer edge of the extended walls 21 and establishes 
an expansion chamber 23 into which the exhaust gases 
are initially discharged. 
The enlarged expansion chamber 23 allows the exhaust 

gases to expand and reduces the danger of a back pres 
sure being built up adjacent the exhaust ports 20 which 
would interfere with the complete expulsion of the ex 
haust gases from the cylinder. 
A discharge exhaust opening 24 is integrally cast into 

the lower portion of the engine block 11 in communica 
tion with the expansion chamber 23 and the hollow drive 
shaft housing 9 to direct the gases outwardly of the cham 
ber. The housing 9 constitutes a vertical exhaust passage 
25 which extends downwardly to the lower gear casing 
10. The lower end of the drive shaft housing 9 and the 
adjacent upper end of the gear casing 10 are extended 
rearwardly as at 26 to direct the exhaust gases rearwardly 
of the propeller 18. A discharge spout 27 is secured to 
the under surface of the extended portion 26 of gear 
casing 10 rearwardly of the propeller 18 and correspond 
ingly discharges the gases into the water. 
The illustrated engine 8 is water cooled to carry away 

the heat generated by the successive explosions within the 
gasoline engine. Referring particularly to FIG. 2, the 
illustrated cylinder block 11 is cast with a continuous 
water cooling jacket 28 encircling the upper portions of 
the ‘individual cylinders 11 of the engine 8. A water 
inlet passage 29 is integrally cast in the lower portion of 
the cylinder block 11 in communication with the water 
jacket 28 immediately adjacent the exhaust passage or 
opening 24. The water from inlet passage 29 passes up 
wardly through the cooling jacket 28 to a discharge pas 
sage 30 in the upper end of the cylinder block 11. The 
discharge passage 30 is connected to cooling chambers 
31 and 32 on opposite sides of cylinder block 11 to cool 
the exhaust gases and to further cool the engine block 11. 
The cooling chamber 31 is formed by a slightly cup 

shaped manifold cover 33 which is hermetically sealed 
to the cylinder block 11 over the manifold baf?e plate 22. 
An opening 34 in ba?ie plate 22 is aligned with the dis 
charge passage 30 to directly connect the water jacket 
28 with the upper end of cooling chamber 31. The cooling 
water passes downwardly through the cooling chamber 
31 and serves to cool the exhaust gases in the adjacent 
chamber 23. A discharge port 35 is provided in the low 
er portion of the cylinder block 11 in alignment with an 
opening in baf?e plate 22 and connects the lower portion 
of the water cooling chamber 31 to the exhaust passage 
25 de?ned by the hollow drive shaft housing 9. The 
cooling water from chamber 31 thus mixes with the ex 
haust gases to further cool the gases and is also discharged 
through the spout 27 . 
The cooling chamber 32 is formed by securing a cover 
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4 
36 to laterally extended side walls of the opposite side 
of the cylinder block 11. A bridging passage 37 in the 
upper portion of the cylinder block connects the cooling 
chamber 32 to the cooling chamber 31 such that a portion 
of the water ?owing into the cooling chamber 31 bypasses 
into the cooling chamber 32. A discharge port 38 for 
chamber 32 is provided in the lower portion of the cyl 
‘inder block 11 and terminates in communication with the 
exhaust passage 25 de?ned by hollow drive shaft housing 
9. The cooling water from chamber 32 also discharges 
with the exhaust gases to further reduce the temperature 
of the gases. 

Fresh water is continuously delivered to water packet 
28 and then to cooling chambers 31 and 32 by a water 
pump 39 in the gear casing 10. A connecting tube 40 
is secured to the water inlet passage 29 in the cylinder 
block 11 at its upper end and extends downwardly to 
the output of a water pump 39. An input conduit 41 is 
connected to the pump 39 and to a Water inlet passage 
42 overlying the propeller 18. The pump 39 is coupled 
to the drive shaft 15 and operates in synchronism there 
with. The output of the water pump 39 consequently 
varies directly in accordance with the rotation of the 
drive shaft and establishes cooling of the engine 8 gen 
erally in accordance with the speed of the engine 8 and 
the rate of heat generation. _ 

Generally, the exhaust gases are at a very high tem 
perature when they are expelled from a cylinder 11. The 
heat energy is displaced in the cooling water in the jacket 
28 and chamber 31 and discharged to the fresh water 
through the exhaust passage 25 and discharge spout 27. 
The immediate cooling of the exhaust gases by air or 
water cooling is normally required to reduce the danger 
of establishing high back pressures at the exhaust ports 
and thereby insures the expulsion of the remaining ex 
haust gases from the combustion cylinder before the piston 
closes off the exhaust ports. 
However, the exhaust gases remain at a relatively high 

temperature and the heat energy is normally completely 
lost. In accordance with the present invention, this by 
product heat energy is employed to operate the thermo 
electric generator 6. 

Referring particularly to FIGS. 1 and 3, the illustrated 
thermoelectric generator 6 includes an outer tubular 
housing 43 having opposite ends of the housing consti 
tuting the hot and cold junction ends 44 and 45 respec 
tively. The thermoelectric generator 6 is mounted with 
in a horizontal opening formed by semi-cylindrical re 
cesses in the lower mating surface of cylinder block 11 
and the adjacent bottom wall portion 46 of the power 
head assembly housing 7 between the exhaust opening 
24 and the water inlet opening 29. The generator 6 is 
clamped in operating position by the cooperating wall 
with the hot junction end 44 in the discharge exhaust 
opening and the cold junction end in the water inlet open 
ing 29. 
The hot junction end 44 is thus mounted directly in 

the path of the exhaust gases from the expansion chamber 
and the cold junction end 45 is disposed within the cool 
ing liquid as it enters the cylinder water jacket 28. This 
establishes a very high temperature differential as the 
exhaust gases are only partially cooled and the cooling 
Water is essentially at the cold pickup temperature. 
As more fully described hereinafter, the temperature 

differential at the opposite end of the thermoelectric gen 
erator 6 causes a current to be generated within the 
thermoelectricgenerator. A pair of output leads 47 and 
48 extend from the generator 6 to carry the current to 
the motor’s electrical system. The lead 47 is grounded 
to the motor in common with one side of the various elec 
trical load components as schematically shown in FIG. 
4. The lead 48 extends beneath the lower part of the 
upper power head assembly 7 within the drive shaft hous 
ing 9, then upwardly into the powerhead assembly 
through an opening 49 which is provided in the lower 
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end of the power head assembly. The lead 43 is con 
nected in the electrical system of the engine 8 and other 
accessories, as schematically shown in FIG. 4. 

Referring particularly to FIG. 4, the storage battery 3 
is connected by the releasable plug connection 4 to an 
outboard motor circuit which for purposes of illustration 
includes a solenoid and starter 58, a distributor 51 and 
running lights 52. A starting switch 53 is mounted on 
the boat 2 adjacent the motor 1 and connected in series 
with one side of the starter 50. 

In accordance with the present invention, the thermo 
electric generator 6 provides an auxiliary source of cur 
rent to maintain the charge on battery 3 and to supply 
current directly to the electrical components as follows. 

Referring particularly to FIG. 4, the thermoelectric 
generator 6 is illustrated as including parallel connected 
thermopiles 54 and 55. Each thermopile 54 and 55 in 
cludes a length of wire consisting of alternate lengths of 
dissimilar metals 56 and 57 which are successively joined 
by physical contact junctions 58 and 59 to form a series 
of thermocouples. 
The application of heat to alternate junctions estab 

lishes a current ?ow across the junction due to the char 
acteristics of metals. The current flow for any two given 
dissimilar metals is always from the one type metal to the 
other. Consequently, only alternate junctions are heated 
to avoid cancellation of the currents or voltages in the 
adjacent junctions. Further, by cooling the unheated 
junction, the opposed currents or voltages are further re 
duced and the net current ?ow is increased. 
The dissimilar metals 56 and 57 may be any suitable 

variety. Thus, known pairs of dissimilar metals which 
are commercially employed in thermopiles are constantan 
and copper wire or chromel and aluminum. 
The thermopile wire is folded back and forth at the 

physical contact junctions to group corresponding alter 
nate junctions and establish a group of hot junctions 58 
at one end and a group of cold junctions 59 at the oppo 
site end for ready heating and cooling of the respective 
junctions. ‘ 

The wire is insulated and the thermocouples 54 and 55 
are bundled into a tubular con?guration and disposed 
within the housing 43 with the hot junctions 58 at the hot 
end 44 and the cold junctions 59 at cold end 45 of the 
thermoelectric generator 6. 
The current output is dependent in part upon the tem 

perature differential between the hot junctions 58 and the 
cold junctions 59. The generator housing 43 is prefer 
ably formed from a heat resistant material to minimize 
the transfer of heat between the hot and cold junctions 
58 and 59 of the thermopiles 54 and 55 and consequently 
maintain maximum temperature differential between hot 
and cold junctions. 

Referring to the illustrated circuit in FIG. 4, the 
thermopiles 54 and 55 are connected in parallel to in 
crease the current output at a preselected voltage corre 
sponding to the voltage of the battery 3 and the load com 
ponents. The number of thermocouples series connected 
within each thermopile 54 and 55 controls the maximum 
voltage output of the generator 6. The thermopiles 54 
and 55 are direct current output devices and are therefore 
suitable for direct connection in the electrical circuit of 
the engine 8. 
One side of the thermopiles 54 and 55 is grounded to 

the motor 1 by the common lead 47 and the opposite side 
is connected to the ungrounded side of the electrical cir 
cuit by the lead 48 in accordance with the polarity of the 
battery 3. 

In accordance with the illustrated embodiment of the 
present invention, a half-wave recti?er 60 is suitably 
mounted within the powerhead shell 7 and is connected 
in series with the ungrounded lead 48. The recti?er 60 
is polarized with respect to battery 3 to allow current 
?ow only from the thermoelectric generator 6 to the bat 
tery 3 and to block all current ?ow from the battery to 
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6 
the thermoelectric generator 6. The recti?er 66 thus 
prevents discharging of the battery 3 when the voltage 
output of the thermoelectric generator 6 is lower than 
the battery voltage. 
The recti?er 66 is preferably a solid state rectifying 

device because they are small, rugged and long life as 
well as relatively inexpensive. Selenium recti?er plate 
type and silicon or germanium wafer type units are read 
ily available commercially and may be employed in the 
present circuit. 
The operation of the illustrated embodiment of the in 

vention is summarized as follows. 
The motor 1 is mounted on the boat 2 and connected 

to the battery 3. The start button 53 is actuated to apply 
the output of the battery 3 to the electric starter 50. The 
operation of the motor 1 generates the exhaust gases 
which are discharged through the exhaust chamber 23 and 
passages 24-26, as previously described. The operation 
of the motor 1 also establishes circulating ?ow of cooling 
?uid from pump 39 and through the cooling chambers 31 
and 32, as previously described. 
The high temperature exhaust gases pass over the hot 

junction end 44 of the generator 6 and the incoming cool 
ing water passes over the cold junction end 45 of the gen 
erator 6. A relatively great temperature differential is con 
sequently established between the hot junctions 58 and the 
cold junctions 59 of the thermopiles 54 and 55. Conse 
quently, a su?icient current is generated to supply the 
necessary power to the distributor 51 and the light 52 and 
other components of the motor 1 and boat 2 and to main 
tain the charge in the battery 3. 
The current output of the thermoelectric 6 is dependent 

upon a number of variables which can be readily deter 
mined in designing a generator for any particular out 
board motor design. For example, the number of paral 
lel and series thermocouple junctions employed, the size 
of the physical junctions, the particular dissimilar metals 
employed and the temperature differential between the hot 
and cold junctions as determined by the temperature of 
the exhaust gases and cooling liquid are considered in de 
signing a generator 6. 
The location of the thermoelectric generator 6 immedi 

ately adjacent the exhausting discharge gases and the im 
mediately incoming water provides a substantial tempera 
ture differential which in normal operation provides suffi 
cient power output for operating the motor 1 and boat 2 
without discharging of the battery 3. If increased output 
is required, more than one generator can be provided. 
The recti?er 66 serves as a one-way switch and pre 

vents discharge of the battery 3 through the thermoelec 
tric generator 6 when the motor is not operating or the 
voltage output of the thermoelectric generator 6 is less 
than the voltage of the battery. 
Although the clamping recess for generator 6 is shown 

de?ned by grooves in the adjoining surfaces of block 11 
and wall portion 46 of the powerhead assembly housing 7, 
the recess may ‘be formed in one of the members with the 
opposite member forming a closure having a ?at surface. 
Further, if sut?cient area is provided, the generator may 
be press ?tted or otherwise secured within an appropriate 
opening although the clamped mounting is a superior prac 
tical construction. 

Referring particularly to FIGS. 5 and 6, an alternative 
construction is shown with an engine structure correspond 
ing essentially to that of FIGS. 1 and 2 and the correspond 
ing components are similarly numbered for simplicity and 
clarity of explanation. 

In FIGS. 5 and 6, the exhaust expansion chamber 23 
and cooling chamber 31 of engine 8 are separated by a 
manifold baffle plate 61. A plurality of thermoelectric 
generators 62, corresponding to generator 6 of FIGS. 1-4, 
are press ?tted or otherwise suitably secured within corre 
sponding openings 63 in ba?le plate 61. The cold junc 
tion end 64 of each generator 62 is located within the 
cooling chamber 31 and the hot junction end 65 of each 
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is located within the expansion chamber 23. The baffle 
plate 61 provides a very substantial area in which genera 
tors 62 may be readily mounted in a protected manner. 

In operation, the extremely hot exhaust gases from the 
cylinders 12 pass into the expansion chamber to heat the 
hot junctions. The cold junctions are cooled by the water 
?owing through cooling chamber 31. Although the water 
in chamber 31 has been heated in passing through cool 
ing jacket 28 around cylinder 12, the temperature is far 
below that of the hot exhaust gases in expansion chamber 
23 such that the generators 62 produces a current output. 
The plurality of generators 62 can therefore readily pro 
vide the necessary or desired output. 
The thermoelectric generator is free of all moving com 

ponents and is relatively low in initial cost. The elimina 
tion of all moving parts in the generator system for the 
engine essentially eliminates the maintenance costs. The 
internal mounting of the generator is relatively simple and 
inexpensive and provides a protective enclosure for the 
generator. 
The generator of this invention can also be employed 

as an auxiliary current source to reduce the load on a con 
ventional generator in an outboard motor and the like. 
The present invention thus provides a relatively rugged 

and inexpensive generator for outboard motors and the 
like which increases the overall e?'iciency of the outboard 
motor by converting waste heat energy into useful elec 
trical energy. 

Various modes of carrying out the invention are con 
templated as being within the scope of the following 
claims particularly pointing out and distinctly claiming 
the subject matter which is regarded as the invention. 

I claim: 
1. In an internal combustion engine, a water-cooled 

engine block, a ?rst cooling chamber adjacent an explo 
sion chamber for cooling the walls thereof and having an 
exhaust gas expansion chamber connected to the explo 
sive chamber, said expansion chamber having an outer 
wall, a tubular thermoelectric generator having a hot junc 
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tion ‘end and a cold junction end, means securing the gen- 4 
erator in sealing engagement within an opening in said 
outer wall with the hot junction end disposed within the 

8 
expansion chamber and the cold junction end disposed out 
wardly of the outer wall, and an exterior cup-shaped wall 
structure releasably secured to the engine block coexten 
sively with the outer wall of the expansion chamber and 
de?ning a second cooling chamber for cooling said gases 
and simultaneously cooling said cold junctions, said sec 
ond cooling chamber being connected to receive water 
from the ?rst cooling chamber. 

2. In an outboard motor having a water cooled internal 
combustion engine, an engine block having a water cool 
ing passageway for cooling the engine with an inlet open 
ing terminating within a lower wall of the engine block, 
said engine block having an exhaust chamber and passage 
way for exhausting hot gases with an exhaust discharge 
opening in said lower wall spaced from said inlet open 
ing, a mounting frame having an upper wall, means mount~ 
ing said engine block with the lower wall abutting said up 
per wall, said upper wall including passageways aligned 
with said inlet opening and said exhaust discharge open 
ing, at least one of said walls having a recess in the abut 
ting surface and de?ning a tubular transverse passageway 
between the exhaust passageway and the cooling passage 
way, and a tubular thermoelectric generator clamped with 
in said recess to close said transverse passageway with 
the hot junctions disposed in the exhaust passageway and 
the cold junctions in the cooling passageway. 
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